Complexity in materials often arises from competing interactions at the atomic length scale. One such example are the strongly correlated heavy-fermion materials where the competition 1 between Kondo screening 2 and antiferromagnetic ordering is believed to be the origin of their puzzling non-Fermi-liquid properties [3][4][5][6][7][8] . Insight into such complex physical behavior in strongly correlated electron systems can be gained by impurity doping [9][10][11][12] . Here, we develop a microscopic theoretical framework to demonstrate that defects implanted in heavy-fermion materials provide an opportunity for unveiling competing interactions and their correlations in real space. Defect-induced perturbations in the electronic and magnetic correlations possess characteristically different spatial patterns that can be visualized via their spectroscopic signatures in the local density of states or non-local spin susceptibility. These real space patterns provide insight into the complex electronic structure of heavy-fermion materials, the light or heavy character of the perturbed states, and the hybridization between them. The strongly correlated nature of these materials also manifests itself in highly nonlinear quantum interference effects between defects that can drive the system through a first-order phase transition to a novel inhomogeneous ground state.
The essential features of heavy fermion materials is a Kondo lattice of magnetic atoms with localized moments arising from 4f or 5f -electron shells, and a delocalized conduction band 13 . The magnetic moments are coupled to each other via an antiferromagnetic interaction, I > 0, and to the spin moments of the conduction electrons via the Kondo coupling, J > 0 1,2 . The ground state of this system is realized either by Kondo screening of the magnetic moments, resulting in a heavy-Fermiliquid phase 13 , or by their antiferromagnetic ordering. These two competing phases, which manifest strongly correlated many-body states, are separated by a quantum critical point (QCP). To date, no theoretical consensus has been reached [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] on the physical origin for the astonishing deviations from Landau's Fermi-liquid theory observed in the quantum critical region above the QCP [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Understanding how the formation of antiferromagnetism competes locally with the creation of a Kondo singlet, how coherence is established in Kondo lattices, and how the resulting magnetic and electronic correlations are intertwined, is crucial in unraveling this mystery.
By their very nature defects implanted in a Kondo lattice [20] [21] [22] [23] manifest local perturbations that can reveal the form of strong correlations in real space. These defects can take the form of missing magnetic Kondo atoms, i.e., Kondo holes, or of non-magnetic impurities. By differently perturbing the electronic and magnetic states of the system, defects provide an unprecedented opportunity to differentiate (in real space) between electronic correlations arising from Kondo screening, and the antiferromagnetic correlations between the magnetic moments, as schematically shown in Fig. S1 of the Supplementary Information. The spatial form and extent of these perturbations are not only a measure for the strength of the correlations, but also provide insight into the hybridization of the (heavy) magnetic f -electron states with the (light) conduction band. This hybridization results in the Kondo screening of the magnetic moments and the opening of a gap in the electronic spectrum. The experimentally accessible, spectroscopic fingerprints of the perturbed electronic and magnetic correlations can be found in a redistribution of spectral weight in the local density of states of the conduction band, and in an enhancement or suppression of the f -electron spin susceptibility, respectively. Modulations in the density of the conduction electrons, as induced by a non-magnetic impurity, have profound effects on the spatial form of the correlations, and lead to the formation of an impurity bound inside the hybridization gap. The coupling between electronic and magnetic correlations can create highly non-linear feedback effects on quantum interference in periodic arrays of Kondo holes, leading to the spatial reconstruction of the ground state via a first order phase transition. Our findings open a new path for studying competing interactions in real space, and provide a microscopic, real space picture of the perturbations induced by defects in heavy fermion materials.
In order to study the spatial perturbations induced by defects in the magnetic and electronic correlations of a (heavy fermion) Kondo lattice system, we have developed a real-space formalism, the Kondo-Bogoliubov-de Gennes method, whose details are described in Sec. S2 of the Supplementary Information. This theoretical formalism provides us with two salient quantities that determine the physical properties of the system. The first one is the site-dependent hybridization, s(r), between the conduction band and the f -electron state of a Kondo atom. It is a measure of the Kondo screening of the magnetic moment, and of the electronic correlations in the resulting many-body state. Here, we focus on the Kondo screened phase of the heavy-fermion materials where s(r) = 0 for all sites. The second quantity, χ(r, r ), represents the arXiv:1001.3875v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 21 Jan 2010 strength of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations between magnetic moments on (nearest-neighbor) sites r and r 18, 19 .
The simplest defect in a Kondo lattice is realized by removing a magnetic Kondo atom from it, resulting in a Kondo hole, as shown in Fig. 1a . To demonstrate the spatial perturbations in the electronic and magnetic correlations of the system that are induced by the Kondo hole, we present in Figs. 1c and 1d , a two-dimensional contour plot of the relative change in the hybridization, ∆s, and the conduction electron density, ∆n c , respectively, between the Kondo lattice with and without a hole. Both quantities exhibit similar spatial oscillations, whose isotropy and wavelength of 5a 0 (a 0 being the lattice constant) imply that they are determined by the Fermi surface of the unhybridized conduction band (see Fig. 1b ) with Fermi wavelength λ c F = 10a 0 . These oscillations decay exponentially but remain practically unchanged over the range of I/J considered here. The spatial plots of ∆χ in Figs. 1e and 1f reveal strongly anisotropic oscillations along the lattice diagonal. Their weaker reflection can also be found in ∆s (see Fig. 1c ), clearly demonstrating the coupling between the system's electronic and magnetic correlations. The spatial pattern of ∆χ is determined by the strongly anisotropic Fermi surface of the hybridized system, shown in Fig. 1b , which possesses a large degree of nesting and a Fermi velocity, v 1 , along the lattice diagonal which is about 10 times larger than that along the bond direction, v 2 . This conclusion receives further support from the rapid oscillations in ∆χ along the lattice diagonal (see The spatial perturbations in the electronic correlations, s(r) possess a direct spectroscopic signature in the local density of states of the conduction band, N c (r, ω), which can be probed via scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The LDOS describes the quantum mechanical probability to add (for ω > 0) or remove (for ω < 0) a conduction electron with energy ω from the system at site r. N c (r, ω) for an unperturbed Kondo lattice, shown in Fig. 2a , exhibits a gap which is the primary spectroscopic signature of the hybridization between the conduction band and f -electron state of the magnetic atoms, and the concomitant screening of the magnetic moments. This gap was recently observed for the first time in STS experiments by Schmidt et al. 29 . The peak in the LDOS at the low-energy site of the gap arises from the Van Hove singularity of the hybridized Fermi sea (indicated by the green arrow in Fig. 1b) . A comparison with the LDOS at the site of the Kondo hole reveals a significant shift of spectral weight from negative to positive energies. To understand this redistribution, we note that the screening of a single Kondo atom by conduction electrons leads to an increase in the local electron density, Figure 2 : Spectroscopic Fingerprints a. The local conduction band density of state Nc(r, ω) for the unperturbed Kondo lattice, and at the site of the Kondo hole, R = (0, 0), and its next-nearest-neighbor site R = (1, 1) where ∆s(R ) > 0. b. The non-local f -electron spin susceptibility, Γ f (r, r , ω) between nearest neighbor sites in the unperturbed Kondo lattice, and in the Kondo hole system between sites r = (1, 1) and r = (1, 0) with ∆χ > 0 and between sites r = (1, 1) and r = (1, 2) with ∆χ < 0. n c (r), which is related to the LDOS via
with n F being the Fermi distribution function. An increase in n c (r) therefore necessarily implies a redistribution of spectral weight in N c (r, ω) from positive to negative energies. The removal of a Kondo atom from the lattice simply leads to the opposite effect with a decrease in n c (r) at the site of the hole, and the corresponding shift in the LDOS shown in Fig. 2a . This suggests that N c (r, ω) directly reflects the perturbations in s(r), since for a site with ∆s(r) > 0 one has ∆n c (r) > 0, and a concomitant redistribution of spectral weight in N c (r, ω) to negative frequencies (and vice versa). Indeed, a plot of N c (r, ω) at the next-nearest neighbor site of the Kondo hole, R , with ∆s(R ) > 0, exhibits an increase in the spectral weight at negative frequencies, and hence confirms this conclusion (see Fig. 2a )
Replacing a Kondo atom by a non-magnetic impurity [20] [21] [22] [23] gives rise to a local scattering potential for the conduction electrons (see Sec. S2 of the Supplemental Information). This, in turn, induces perturbations in ∆n c , ∆s, and ∆χ (see Figs. 3a-c) that possess several distinct differences to those caused by a Kondo hole. In particular, if the non-magnetic scattering potential is attractive, U 0 < 0, the spatial pattern of ∆n c is inverted, i.e., a site with ∆n c > 0 for the Kondo hole case, now has ∆n c < 0 (cf. Figs. 1d and 3a) . Since the same inversion occurs for the spatial patterns of ∆s and ∆χ, we conclude that the electronic and magnetic correlations are strongly affected by the spatial redistribution of n c . Moreover, an impurity bound state can be formed around the non-magnetic impurity, whose spectroscopic signature is a sharp peak in N c (r, ω) inside the hybridization gap, as shown in Fig. 3d . The emergence of this impurity state is tied to an attractive scattering potential, U 0 < 0, whose magnitude exceeds a critical value, U c , which is determined by the particle-hole asymmetry of the conduction band. A non-zero U c could be responsible for the observation that different non-magnetic impurities can lead to disparate properties of the system 20 . With increasing |U 0 |, the bound state first emerges at the high energy side of the hybridization gap and then moves to lower energies, as shown in Fig. 3d . This bound state is predominantly formed by f -electron states, as can be deduced from a spatial contour plot of N c (r, ω) at the bound state energy, Ω B , shown in Fig. 3e . The bound state is spatially isotropic, and decays exponentially with distance from the non-magnetic impurity with a decay length, ξ D ≈ 0.65a 0 . If this bound state were formed by (light) conduction electron states, a simple estimate shows that it would possess a decay length in excess of 60a 0 , in disagreement with the results of Fig. 3e . This result is particularly interesting since the non-magnetic impurity leads to scattering in the conduction band only. In contrast, the spatial oscillations of N c (r, ω) for frequencies outside the hybridization gap are delocalized, as exemplified in Fig. 3f , and hence are predominantly arising from the (light) conduction electron band.
The strongly correlated nature of the Kondo lattice also manifests itself in highly non-linear quantum interference of the spatial perturbations in χ and s emanating from adjacent Kondo holes. In a periodic array of Kondo holes, this non-linearity drives the system to a novel inhomogeneous ground state via a first order phase transition once I exceeds a critical value, I c , as demonstrated by a plot of the free energy in Fig. 4a . Note that I c increases with increasing distance between the Kondo holes. This novel inhomogeneous ground state is characterized by spatial patterns of ∆χ, ∆s, and ∆n c [see Figs. 4b-d] , that are strikingly different from the ones for I < I c shown in Fig. 1 . The similarity of these three spatial patterns, as well as the significant amplitude of the perturbations in the conduction electron density, n c , suggest that while the phase transition is driven by quantum interference of the correlations' spatial perturbations, the resulting real space patterns are determined by the redistributed conduction electron density. Changing the symmetry of periodic array, for example, by adding a second hole to the unit cell (see Fig. 4) , reflecting the strong non-linearity of the system. † r,α f r,α to the Hamiltonian in Eq.(S1), where ε f (r) represents the on-site energy of the f -electrons. The resulting Hamiltonian is quadratic, containing the set of parameters {s(r), χ(r, r ), ε f (r)}, and therefore can be diagonalized in real space (we assume periodic boundary conditions). After each diagonalization, the mean-fields s(r) and χ(r, r ) are computed self-consistently via Eq.(S4), and ε f (r) is chosen such that n f (r) = 1 at each site. This procedure is repeated until a self-consistent solution for {s(r), χ(r, r ), ε f (r)} is obtained. We note that for an unperturbed Kondo lattice, this formalism is identical to the saddle-point approximation of the path-integral approach 1 .
In order to describe a Kondo hole at site R, we remove the corresponding spin operator, S K R from the Hamiltonian in Eq.(S1) 8 . When a Kondo atom at site R is replaced by a non-magnetic impurity, the spin operator S K R is removed, and the term U 0 α c † R,α c R,α is added to the Hamiltonian, where U 0 is the non-magnetic scattering strength. Here, we assume that the non-magnetic atom leads to scattering of the conduction electrons only, since the magnetic f -electron states are not expected to hybridize with the electronic states of the non-magnetic impurity, in agreement with Ref. For the results shown in the article, we took the conduction and Kondo lattices to be finite two-dimensional square lattices containing each N = M × M sites. Our formalism can equally well be applied to three-dimensional lattices, however, we do not expect that the qualitative nature of the results shown in this article will be changed. For the conduction band, we employ a nearest-neighbor hopping, t = 0.5E 0 , and a chemical potential, µ = −1.809E 0 . Here, E 0 is an overall energy scale related to the conduction bandwidth W = 4E 0 . These parameters yield an isotropic conduction Fermi surface (see Fig. 1b ) with Fermi-wave-length λ c F = 10a 0 , where a 0 is the lattice constant, and a band filling (per spin degree) of π/100.
We choose the size of the lattice sufficiently large such that the set of solutions for {s(r), χ(r, r ), ε f (r)} is independent of N . The results shown in the main text were obtained for systems with M = 41, and we did not find any significant quantitative changes for lattice sizes up to M = 71. For the unperturbed Kondo lattices with J = 1.0E 0 , the set of parameters for several values of I/J are shown in Table 1 . 
Section S3: The Local Density of States of the Conduction Band
In general, the local density of state for the conduction band, N c (r, ω), can be directly obtained from the eigenvectors and energies of the diagonalization procedure described in the previous section. However, the finite size of the systems leads to (artifactual) strong oscillations in the frequency dependence of the LDOS. We developed an alternative approach to circumvent this problem, and verified that it significantly reduces the artifactual frequency oscillations, and that it yields identical results to the first approach when considering the spatial form of N c (r, ω) at fixed ω. In this approach, we compute the local conduction electron density of states at a site r for a given set of solutions, {s(r), χ(r, r ), ε f (r)} via
where G(r, r, ω) is the full retarded conduction band Green's function given by (in what follows, all Greens functions are retarded) G(r, r, ω) = G 0 (r, r, ω) +Ĝ
0 (∆r, ω)ŝF (ω)ŝĜ (2) 0 (−∆r, ω) .
Here we definedĜ (1) 0 (∆r, ω) = (G 0 (r, r 1 , ω), ..., G 0 (r, r P , ω)) ;Ĝ r, ω) . . .
where G 0 is the Greens function of the decoupled (unhybridized) conduction band, r i is the position of the i th Kondo atom, and P is the number of Kondo atoms in the system. Moreover, for the hybridization matrixŝ one haŝ 
In the presence of a non-magnetic impurity scatterer at site R with potential U 0 , it is easy to show that the full conduction electron Green's function can be obtained from G N M (r, r, ω) = G(r, r, ω) + G(r, R, ω)U 0 G(R, r, ω)
with G(r, r , ω) obtained from Eq.(S6).
Section S4: The f -electron Spin Susceptibility
The f -electron spin susceptibility, Γ f , in Matsubara time is given by
After Fourier transformation into Matsubara frequency space, and analytic continuation, one obtains (k B = 1)
Γ f (r, r , iΩ m ) = 3 2 T n F (r, r , iω n )F (r , r, iω n + iΩ m ) ,
where F is the f -electron Greens functions from Eq.(S9). Using next the Lehmann representation of F , one obtains for the imaginary part of the retarded f -electron spin susceptibility Im Γ f (r, r , Ω) = 3 2π Ω 0 dυ ImF (r, r , υ) ImF (r , r, υ − Ω) .
